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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we construct a correspondence for blocks of finite groups 
which is given by the Glauberman character correspondence. L t (K, ©, F )  
be a p-modular system such that K is algebraically closed, where p is a 
prime. We denote by ~ the valuation ideal of ©. Let S and G be finite 
groups such that S acts on G and (ISI, FGI) = 1. As usual we denote by 
Irr(G) the set of ordinary irreducible characters of G and by Irrs(G) the 
set of S-invariant irreducible characters of G. We recall the Glauberman 
character correspondence theorem. 
GLAUBERMAN CHARACTER CORRESPONDENCE ([G]; [I, (13.1)]). For ev- 
ery pair (G, S) such that S is solvable and acts on G and (IGI, ISl) = 1, there 
exists a uniquely determined one-to-one map 7r(G, S): Irrs(G) ~ Irr(Cc(S)) 
which satisfies the following conditions. 
(i) I f  T is a normal subgroup of S and H = CG(T), then zr(G, T) 
maps Irrs(G) onto Irrs(H). 
(ii) In the situation of (i), zr(G, S) = zr(H, S/T)Tr(G, T). 
(iii) Suppose S is a q-group, q a prime. Let X ~ Irrs(G) and ~ = 
7r(G, S)( X). Then ~ is a unique constituent of XcG(s) such that q does not 
divide the inner product (XcG(s), ~b), where Xco(s) is the restriction of X to 
cG(s). 
* A part of this research was done in Joint Research Project "Representation Theory f 
Finite and Algebraic Groups" 1997-99 trader the Japanese-German Cooperative Science 
Promotion Program supported by JSPS and DFG. 
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In the above theorem for X ~ Irrs(G) let /3 x = ~r(G, S)(X), i.e, the 
Glauberman correspondent of X. If S is a cyclic group, then there exist an 
extension (for example, the canonical extension) j; of X to the semidirect 
product SG of G by S and a sign ~x = + 1 such that y((tc) = E x [3x(c) for 
all generators t of S and for all c ~ C~(S). 
Let BI(G) be the set of blocks of G and BIs(G) be the set of S-invariant 
blocks of G. We mean by a block of G a block ideal of © G. For a central 
idempotent e of ©G, let ~K(G, e) or ~K(G, eOG) be the additive group 
of characters of G afforded by KGe-modules. For B ~ BI(G), we denote 
by Irr(B) the set of characters afforded by irreducible KB-modules. Irr(B) 
forms a K-basis of J~K(G, B). When X ~ Irr(B), we write X ~ B too. 
With the above notation the following is our main result. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that S is solvable. Let B be an S-invariant block of 
G such that S centralizes a defect group D of B. Then there exists a unique 
block b of C6(S) such that Irr(b) = {~r(G, S)(X) [ X ~ Irr(B)}. Moreover 
there exists a perfect isometry R: ~a~K(G, B) ~ ~a~K(Cc(S), b  such that R(X)  
= +Tr(G,S)(x)  forany X ~ Irr(B) andD is a defectgroup ofb. 
In the above theorem we will call b the Glauberman correspondent of B. 
A proof of the theorem is given in Section 2. We show in Section 3 that in 
the situation of the theorem B and b are isotypic in the sense of [B]. In 
Section 4 we show that the Shintani descent of characters of finite general 
linear groups gives a perfect isometry between the principal blocks under 
some assumptions, as the Shintani descent behaves like the Glauberman 
correspondence as in IS]. 
We refer to the books [F], [N-T], and [T] for the notation and terminol- 
ogy which we need here and o not explain. 
1. PRELIMINARIES: PERFECT ISOMETRIES AND 
BLOCK EXTENSION 
Brou6's perfect isometry is an important notion in block theory and it is 
our big concern in this paper. In [B], Brou6 raised a conjecture that for a 
block of a finite group with abelian defect group there exists a perfect 
isometry between the block and its Brauer correspondent, and the conjec- 
ture is true for many blocks (see IF-HI, [R], [P-U], and [U], etc.). As in 
[C-P], there exists a perfect isometry between a block with non-abelian 
defect group and its Brauer correspondent too. 
The Clifford theory for blocks due to E. C. Dade, what we call block 
extensions, plays a big role in our arguments. The arguments in [Ku] and 
[H-K] led the author to use [D1] in this study. In this section we state some 
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results on perfect isometries and block extensions which we use in the 
following sections. 
Let G and H be finite groups, let e (resp. f )  be a central idempotent of 
©G (resp. ©H) ,  and let ~q~r((G,e),(H,f)) be the additive group of 
generalized characters of G × H afforded by (KGe, KHf)-bimodules. 
DEFINITION [B]. Let IX ~J~r((G, e),(H,f)).  IX is perfect if IX satisfies 
the following: 
(i) Vh ~ H and Vg ~ G, (ix(g, h)/[CH(h)[) ~ © and 
( Ix(g, h)/lCa(g)[) ~ ©; 
(ii) if Ix(g, h) 4: O, then g is p-regular if and only if h is p-regular. 
For Ix ~ O~'K((G, e), (H, f)) let R~, be a homomorphism from ,.9PK(G, e) 
into .geK(H, f )  defined by 
1 
R~(a)(h)  = -~1 y~ Ix (g - ' ,h )a (g)  (Vh ~H)  
g~G 
for all a ~q~r(G, e). "When ©Ge (resp. ©Hf) i s  a block of G (resp. H), 
if Irr(©Ge) = {Xa, Xz,. , . ,  X,}, I r r (©Hf)  = {~'1, ~'2,..., (m}, and Ix = 
Ei, jnij( Xi × ~') (nij ~ Z), then we have R~( Xi) = Ejnij~ by the orthogo- 
nality relation for characters. If Ix is perfect and R~, is a linear isometry 
from ~r(G,  e) onto ~q~K(H, f), then R~, is called a perfect isometry. The 
following lemma follows from [B, Proposition 4.1]. 
LEMMA 1. Let L be another finite group, let g be a central idempotent of 
© L, and let v be a generalized character of H × L. If R~, and R~ are perfect 
isometrics, then the composite R v o R~ is a perfect isometry from JZr(G, e) 
onto ~q~r( L, g). 
From [B, Theorem 1.5], we have the following. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Brou6). Let R~ be a perfect isometry from ~r(G,  e) onto 
~r (  H, f ). Then 
(i) Z( © Ge ) and Z( © Hf ) are isomorphic as ~-algebras. In particular 
if © Ge is a block of G, then © Hf is a block of H. 
(ii) Suppose that ©Ge and © Hf are blocks, and put B = ©Ge and 
b = © Hr. Then the defects of B and b are equal, and there exists a height- 
preserving bijection between the ordinary irreducible characters in B and b. 
Moreover the numbers of modular irreducible characters in B and b are equal. 
Next we prepare some r sults from [D1]. Let F be a finite group and let 
G be a normal subgroup of F. We set S = F/G. Then the group algebra 
©F is an S-graded Clifford system with the o-component (©F)~ = 
Ex~©x for cr~ S. Put ~ = C(©G in ©F)  = {c ~ ©F lcx  =xc for all 
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x e ©G} and ~ = ~ N (©F)~. Let B be a fixed block of G with block 
idempotent e and put S[B] = {t re  S I (e~) (e~- l )  = e~a}. S[B] form a 
subgroup of S and S[B] c_ FB/G , where F B is the stabilizer of B in F. Let 
~[B] = E~sts ]  ~ e~.  ~[B] is an S[B]-graded Clifford system with 
~[B]~ = e~ for all o- e S[B]. For o- e S[B], there exist c~ e ~[B]~ and 
c~-1 e ~[B]¢-1 such that c~c~,-~ = e by the definition of S[B]. Then 
(c~-lc~) 2 = c~-ic~ ~ O. Hence c~,-lC~ = e. For an element s of o- we put 
u s = sc~-,. Then u s is a unit of e©G with inverse c~,s -1 and we have 
x u" = (xS) c~-~ = x ~ for all x e ©G. From this fact we can see that any 
irreducible character in B is S[B]-invariant. Any modular irreducible 
character in B also is S[B]-invariant. 
Now as K is a splitting field for G, ~[B]I / J (~[B] 1) = F, and hence 
~[B]/~[B]J(~[B] 1) is a twisted group algebra of S[B] over F, where 
J (~[B] 1) is the radical of ~[B] r We put FS[B]* = ~[B]/~[B]J(~[B]~). 
Fs/G acts on ~[B] by conjugation and hence acts on FS[B]*. In particu- 
lar FB/G acts on the set of central idempotents of ~[B] and acts on that 
of FS[B]*. We remark that S[B] fixes the elements of the center of f£[B]. 
In fact let tr ~ S[B], s ~ tr, and let a be an element of the center of 
~[B]. Then we have a ~ = C~-l(Us)-lauscc~ = c~,-~ac~ = c -ic~ = a. So 
S[B] fixes the central idempotents of FS[B]* by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2 [D1, Lemma (3.1)]. A central idempotent d of FS[ B]* is lifiable 
to a central idempotent d* of ~[B]. Moreover d ~ d* gives a one-to-one 
map frorn the set of central idempotents of ~[B] onto that of FS[ B ]*. 
The following is a group algebra case of [D1, Theorem 3.7]. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Dade). There is a natural one-to-one correspondence 
between the blocks of F which cover B and the FB/G-conjugacy classes of 
blocks of FS[ B ]*. 
Let D be a defect group of B and let b be a block of Co(D) associated 
with B. Let ~ be a unique modular irreducible character in b, let Nr(D)v 
be the stabilizer of ~o in  Nr(D),  and let Nr (D) (¢ )  be the Clifford 
extension. We denote by F the multiplicative group of F. Since NG(D) ~ 
centralizes Cr(D)(  ~)/F  (-~ Cr(D)~/Cv(D)) , there is a "bilinear" map 
to: (NG(D)~/DCa(D)) × (Cr(D)~/CG(D)) ~ F so that 
x y = w(yDCc(D) ,xP)x  Vx e Cr (D) (¢ )  , Vy ~ NG(D)~. 
Let Cr(D) ~ = {x ~ Cr(D)  ~ I to(NG(D)~/DCc(D), XCG(D)) = {1}}. Co(D) c_ 
Cr(D)o, and Cr(D), /Cr(D)o)  is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
Hom(Nc(D), /DCG(D),f i ) .  The following is a part of [D1, Corollary 
(12.6)], which is one of the main results of [D1]. 
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GCr(D)~/G. 
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Under the above notation we have S[B] = 
2. CORRESPONDENCE FOR BLOCKS 
We go back to the situation of the Glauberman character correspon- 
dence and we prove Theorem 1. So we assume that S and G are finite 
groups such that S acts on G and that S and G have coprime orders. 
Moreover we put F = SG and C = Ca(S). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let B be an S-invariant block of G. If  S centralizes a 
defect group D of B, then we have S[ B ] = S. In particular any X ~ Irr(B) is 
S-invariant. 
Proof. Since B is S-invariant and S centralizes D, S acts on the set of 
blocks of CG(D) associated with B. On the other hand No(D) also acts on 
the set transitively as is well known. Since S and N6(D) have coprime 
orders, by a theorem of Glauberman [I, (13.8)], we can show that S fixes a 
block B D of Cc(D) associated with B. Let ¢ be a unique modular 
irreducible character in B D. S fixes ~ and Cr(D)  ~ = C6(D)S = Cr(D). 
Using the notation of the preceding section, since Cr(D)/Cr(D)o~ is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of Hom((Nc(D)~/DCc(D)), if), Cr (D) /Cr (D)  ~ 
is the identity group, because S and G have coprime orders. Therefore 
S ___ Cr(D)o, So by Theorem 1.3 we have S[B] = S. This completes the 
proof from the arguments in Section 1. 
For an element x ~ G, we denote by x c the conjugacy class of G 
containing x and its class sum in KG. We denote by to x the linear 
character of the center Z(KG) corresponding to an irreducible character 
X, and for a block B of G we denote by to B a linear character of Z(©G)  
corresponding to B. The following is a special case of Theorem 1, the case 
S is cyclic. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that S is cyclic. Let B be an S-invariant block of 
G such that S centralizes a defect group D of B. Then we have the following. 
(i) Let b be a block of C containing 7r(G, S)(X1) for some X1 ~ 
Irr(B). Then there exists a perfect isometry R from ~K(G, B) onto 
~K(C6(S), b) such that R(X)  = +- 7r(G, S)( X) for any X ~ Irr(B). 
(ii) In the situation of (i), D is a defect group of b. 
Proof. (i) If p does not divide Ial, our statement is true by the 
Glauberman character correspondence theorem. So we may assume that p 
does not divide ISI. Let S = (s).  By the assumption and Proposition 1, 
S[B] = S. By using the notation in the preceding section, FS[B]* is a 
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group algebra of S over F. Hence the number of blocks of FS[B]* is equal 
to ISI. On the other hand since S = S[B] = F~/G, by Theorem 1.2 there 
are exactly IS[ blocks of F which covers B, and hence any of them is 
isomorphic to B in the sense of [A] or [D2]. 
Now let /3 be the Glauberman correspondent of Xa. There exist an 
extension ~ of X1 to F and a sign % = _+ 1 which satisfies the following: 
"~l(tC) = ~.I'l ~(C)  (1) 
for all generators t of S and for all c ~ C. Let/~ be the block of F which 
contains ~'1. Here we prove that tog(s r) ~ 0 (mod ~3). As in the proof of 
Proposition 1, let B D be an S-invariant block of Ca(D) associated with B. 
Then BD has a central defect group Z(D). Let ~ be  an irreducible 
character in Irr(BD) such that Ker ~" > Z(D) and let ~ be the canonical 
extension of ~ to Cr(D) = SC~(D). Then there exists a sign ~ = _ 1 such 
that g(tc) = ~y(c) for all generators t of S and for all c ~ Cc(D), where 
y = ~(Ca(D), S)(~). Since ~(tx) = ~(t) for all x ~ Z(D), we see y(x) = 
3,(1). Besides for any element c ~ Cc(D), if the p-part of c does not 
belong to Z(D), we have y(c) = 0. Therefore y belongs to a block b D of 
Cc(D) with a central defect group Z(D), because y belongs to a block 
of defect 0 as a character of Cc(D)/Z(D). Moreover ~" is of height 0 
and 3' is also of height 0, because B D and b o have a central defect group 
Z(D). From this ( ICe(D): Cc(D)IT(1))/((1) is a p-integer and 
(ICe(D): Cc(D)ly(1))/~(1) ~ 0 (mod ~). So we have oJ¢(s cr(m) = 
e(ICa(D): Cc(D)Jy(1))/~(1) -~ 0 (mod ~). Let /3~9 be a block of Cr(D) 
which contains ft. Considering the Brauer homomorphism from Z(FF)  
into Z(FCr(D)). B D is associated with a block B' of F which covers B. 
Since s r n Cr(D) = s cr(m by the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem, we have 
0%(s r) - oJ~(s r ¢q Cr(D)) - ~o(s cr(m) ~ 0 (mod ~). Hence we have 
oJ~(s r) ~ 0 (mod ~), because B also covers B and S is cyclic. Thus we 
have %,(s r) ~ 0 (mod ~). Here we note that %~(s r) = %~((s-1) r) from 
(1). 
Let X be an arbitrary irreducible character in B. Then there exist an 
extension of ~, of X to F and a sign ~x = -+ 1 such that 
y((tc) = ex~x(c ) (2) 
for all generators t of S and for all c ~ C, where /3 x is the Glauberman 
correspondent of X. For a linear character A of S, suppose that A~ 
Irr(/~). We set ~ = A~. We have oJ2(sr) = A(s)to~(s r) and to~((s-1) r = 
A(s-1)to~((s-1)r). Since to~(s r) = to~((s-a) r ~ 0 (rood ~), from (2) we 
have A(S) 2 = 1 (mod ~), and hence A(s) = + 1. Hence, for any g ~ Irr(B), 
there exist a unique extension )~ ~ Irr(/~) of X and a sign 6 x = + 1 which 
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satisfies 
f((tc) = 8xfix(c ) (3) 
for all generators t of S and for all c ~ C. In particular for any c, d E C 
we have 
E f((s-lc-1)f((sd) = E flx(c-1)flx(d) •
x~ Irr(B) x~ Irr(B) 
Now we have Irr(/3) = { )~ I X ~ Irr(B)} since/~ and B are isomorphic. So 
for c,d ~ C, if c is p-regular and d is p-singular then we have 
E)¢ E Irr(B)~X(C-1)[~X (d) = 0 f rom the above equalities and the orthogonal- 
ity relations. Hence by a theorem of Osima (see [O, Theorem 3]), we can 
see that {/3 x I X ~ Irr(B)} is equal to Irr(¢) for a sum c of blocks of C. It is 
evident ¢ contains b. Here we define a generalized character ix of G × C 
as follows: 
X~ Irr(B) 
Then we have the following for g ~ G and c ~ C: 
i x (g ,c )= E x(g)f((sc)  = ~., f((g)f((sc). (4) 
X~ Irr(B) X ~ Irr(B) 
Since Irr(/3) = { ~ I X ~ Irr(B)} again, if ix(g, c) ~ 0, then g is p-regular 
if and only if c is p-regular. And ( Ix(g, c)/ICc(g)l) and ( Ix(g, c)/Ifc(c)l) 
belong to ©. So R~ is a perfect isometry from ~K(G, B) onto ~K(C, C) 
such that R~(X)= 8x~r(G, S)(X) for X ~ Irr(B). In particular by the 
above Brou6 theorem (Theorem 1.1(i)) Z(B) and Z(c) are isomorphic. 
Hence c is a block, and it is equal b. This completes the proof of (i). 
(ii) From (i) and Theorem 1.1(ii), the defects of B and b are equal. 
Let X ~ Irr(B) and let /3 x be the Glauberman correspondent of X. Let x c 
be a defect class of b with defect group D. Since we have [F : Cr(sX)l = 
[G : Cc(x)l = IG : CI IC : Cc(x)l and the p-part of X(1) and fix(DIG : CI are 
equal by Brou6's theorem (Theorem 1.1(ii)), we have 
~(1) ~(1~ &(~) 
fix(l) a IC:Cc(x)l&(x) 
= I o : c E & ( ) 
Ia : Cl flx(1) 
8xw~.(x c) ~ 0 (mode) .  
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Since/5 is a defect group of the conjugacy class (sx) r , /5  contains a defect 
group of/~, and hence a defect group of B. Therefore/5 is a defect group 
of B, because B and b have the same defect. In particular D and D are 
G-conjugate. In fact they are C-conjugate. Because let D = D g for g ~ G. 
Then we have Cr(D) = Cr(D g) = Cr(/5) g ~ S g. Hence by the 
Schur-Zassenhaus theorem there exists x ~ Co(D) such that S g = S x. 
Since gx -1 ~ G and this normalizes S, we have gx -1 ~ C, and D - D x-' = 
(/5)gx-'. Therefore D is a defect group of b. This completes the proof of 
Proposition 2. 
Let B be as in Proposition 2. There exist ISI blocks of F which cover B. 
We call those blocks extension of B. Moreover we call an extension /~ of 
B a canonical extension of B, if the extension ,~ ~ Irr(/~) of X ~ Irr(B) 
satisfies (3). There exist at most two canonical extensions of B. In fact 
there exist two canonical extensions of B if and only if ISl is even. The 
perfect isometry given in the proposition depends on the canonical exten- 
tions of B. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We prove by I SI-induction. If S is cyclic, then the 
theorem is true by the above proposition. Let T be a proper normal 
subgroup of S and H = Ca(T). B is T-invariant and T centralizes D. We 
can apply the induction hypothesis for B and T. Let b r be the Glauber- 
man correspondent of B with respect to G and T. b r contains the 
Glauberman correspondents of irreducible characters in B, which are 
S/T-invariant by the Glauberman correspondence theorem. Hence b r is 
S/T-invariant. Moreover D is a defect group of b r. Let b be the 
Glauberman correspondent of b T with respect to H and S/T .  By the 
induction hypothesis, Lemma 1, and the Glauberman corresondence theo- 
rem, there exists a perfect isometry R: ,gi'r(G, B )~K(C6(S) ,  b) such 
that R(X) - + 7r(G, S)(X) for X ~ Irr(B). Moreover D is a defect group 
of b by the induction hypothesis. Therefore b satisfies the statement of the 
theorem. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
The following is a consequence of Theorem 1. 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that S is solvable and S centralizes a Sylow 
p-subgroup P of G. Then there exists a unique bijection p(G, S) from Bls(G) 
onto BI(CG(S)) such that if B ~ BIs(G) corresponds to b ~ BI(Cc(S)) by 
p(G, S), then there exists a perfect isometry R: ~K(G, B) ~ ~(C6(S) ,  b) 
such that R(X)  = + ~r(G, S)(X)  for any X E Irr(B). Moreover if b = 
p(G, S)(B), then B and b have a common defect group. 
Proof By the assumption and Proposition 1, B ~ BI(G) is S-invariant 
if and only if some X ~ Irr(B) is S-invariant if and only if every X ~ Irr(B) 
is S-invariant. Hence Proposition 3 follows from Theorem 1 and the 
Glauberman correspondence theorem. 
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By Theorem 1.1(ii) and Theorem 1 we have the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 1. In the situation of Theorem 1, let X ~ Irr(B) and let [3 x 
be the Glauberman correspondent. Then heights of X and fix are equal. In 
particular (IG : CI flx(1))/X(1) is a unit of ©. 
Let B(G) denote the principal block of G. In the situation of Proposi- 
tion 3, B(C)= p(G, S)(B(G)). Hence, by Theorem 1.1(ii), B(G) has a 
unique modular irreducible character if and only if B(C) has a unique 
modular irreducible character. Therefore when S is solvable and S cen- 
tralizes a Sylow p-subgroup of G, if C is p-nilpotent, hen G is p-nilpo- 
tent. N. Chigira of Muroran Institute of Technology showed by group 
theoretic methods that it holds without he assumption S is solvable. 
COROLLARY 2. Assume that a Sylow p-subgroup P of G is abelian and S 
centralizes P. There exists a perfect isometry from ~9~c(G, B(G)) onto 
~(c ,  B(C)). 
Proof.. By the Feit-Thompson theorem and Theorem 1, we may as- 
sume that G has odd order and hence G is solvable. Put N = No(P). 
Since S centralizes P, by the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem, we see that 
N = Nc(P)Co(P)= Nc(P)Op,(N). Hence B(N) and B(Nc(P)) are iso- 
morphic. On the other hand G and C are of p-length 1, because G is 
solvable and P is abelian. Hence by [I-S] (see also [Ko]), B(G) and B(N) 
are isomorphic, and B(C) and B(Nc(P)) are isomorphic. Therefore B(G) 
and B(C) are isomorphic. Then there exists a trivial perfect isometry from 
,9~'K(G, B(G)) onto ~K(C, B(C)). This completes the proof. 
3. LOCAL STRUCTURES OF CORRESPONDING BLOCKS 
Throughout this section we assume the situation of Theorem 1 and S is 
a p'-group. Let B be a fixed S-invariant block of G and let b be the 
Glauberman correspondent of B. We will show that B and b are isotypic. 
Let D be a fixed common defect group of B and b. Let (D, BD) be an 
S-invariant maximal B-subpair (see [A-B, Sect. 3], for the definition of the 
inclusion of the B-subpairs). Such a maximal B-subpair exists from the 
argument in the proof of Proposition 1. Let (Q, BQ) be a B-subpair 
contained in (D, BD). B O is uniquely determined for Q by [A-B, Theorem 
3.4], and BQ is S-invariant, because B D is S-invariant. In fact let 
(Q, BQ)~(R, B R) be B-subpairs contained in (D, BD). If B R is S-invariant, 
then B O is S-invariant. Here we show that a defect group of B 0 is 
centralized by S for any Q < D. In fact we show that a defect group of 
B QcG~Q) is centralized by S. Let U be a defect group of B Qcc~Q). Since 
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B aca(Q)  is associated with B, QO < U v < D for some v ~ G. So we have 
Cr(Q) > S v-~ and Cr(Q) _> S. Since Cr(Q) = SCa(Q), by the Schur-Zas- 
senhaus theorem there exists an element u ~ Ca(Q) such that S v = S u. 
-1  - '1  -1  -1  . 
Then v- lu  -1 ~ C. Hence we have U u <_D ~ " c_ C. Thus U u is a 
defect group of B $cG(O) centralized by S. Now let bQ be the Glauberman 
correspondent of Be, such a correspondent exists by Theorem 1. 
PROPOSmON 4. In the situation of Theorem 1 and with the notation just 
given, we have the following. 
(i) (D, b o) is a maximal b-subpair and (Q, bQ) is a b-subpair con- 
tained in (D, bo). In particular {(Q, be)l Q < D} is the set of b-subpairs 
contained in ( D, bo). 
(ii) The Brauer categories Brs(G) and Brb(C) are equivalent. 
Proof. By the Glauberman correspondence theorem, we may assume 
that S is cyclic. Let S = (s >. 
Step 1. Let x be an element of C and let Q be a p-subgroup of C. If 
x c (3 Cc(Q) = yCc(Q) 0 yC2c(Q) k.J "." [ . )yCc(Q) ,  then (sx) r N Cr(Q) = 
(sy~) c~(°-) u (sy2) c~(o) u ... u (syt) c~(°). 
Proof. Note that S centralizes x. Let (sx) g ~ Cr(Q) for g ~ G. Then 
s g ~ Cr(Q). By the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem there exists c ~ Co(Q) 
such that S g = S ~. Then h = gc-~ ~ C = C6(S). Since we have (sx)g = 
(SXh) c, SX h ~ Cr(Q) and hence x h ~ Cc(Q). Therefore x h ~ yi cc(Q) and 
hence (sx) g ~ (syi) c~(Q) for some i. On the other hand it is clear that 
(SYl)Cr(Q) I,.J (Syz )Cr  (Q) I,.J - . .  I.J (Syl)Cr(Q) C_ (SX) F ("1 Cr(Q). This completes 
the proof of Step 1. 
Step 2. For a subgroup Q of D, (Q, bQ) is a b-subpair. In particular 
(D, bD) is a maximal b-subpair. 
Proof. Let /~ be a canonical extension f B. At first we show the 
following congruences: 
o~((six)r)=to~((si)r)oJb(X c) (mode3) (Vx ~ C and (i, [SI) = 1). 
(5) 
Let X ~ Irr(B) and let )~ be the extension of X belonging to/~. ~ satisfies 
(3). Then we have 
/3x(1) ~ oJ r) Jc : x  x(xc) 
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If we substitute x = 1 in the above, we have IG:CI( [3x(1)/,~(1))6 x = 
co~((si) r  = o~(sr). (We note that this is a unit element of © by Corol- 
lary 1.) Thus we have the following: 
i r 
Hence we have 
oo~((s'x)r)=oJg((s~)r)wb(xc ) (mod ~) .  
It is clear that B and B e has exactly ISI extensions respectively and, for 
an extension of B, there exists a unique extension of B e associated with it. 
Let /~0 be a canonical extension of B e and suppose that B e is associated 
with an extension /3 of B. Then we have the following by Step 1 and by 
applying (5) for Cr(Q) and /~e: 
o,,(<,,x)') = 
¢DI~Q( ( i',Cr (Q)] [ C = s ) )OJbo[,X :~ Cc(Q) ) (mode) ,  
ooO((si) r) =-~o~o((si)rAcr(Q))=w~Q((si) Cr<e') ¢:0 (mode) .  (6) 
Let A)~ ~ Irr(/~) for some A e Irr(S). Since/30 is a canonical extension of 
BQ, from (6) we have 
A(s')~o2((s~) r) = A(s)oJ~(s r) (mode) .  
Since/~ is also a canonical extension of B, A(s i) = A(s) (mod ~3) for any i 
with (i, tSI) = 1 and inparticular A(s -1) = A(s) (mod ~), and we have 
A(s) = + 1. Therefore B is a canonical extension. This implies that there 
exists a canonical extension of BQ associated with/3. In particular we have 
the following using the above congruences for/3 and for i = 1, we have 
¢og((sx) r) - oJg(sr)oj%(x c N Cc(Q) ) (mode) .  
Hence from (5) we have 
wB(sr)o%(x c) - OJg(sr)cObQ(X c N Cc(Q) ) (mod ~) .  
Therefore we have Wb(X c) -- Wbo(XC ~ Cc(Q)) (mod ~). So bQ is associ- 
ated with b. This completes the proof of Step 2. 
Here we give a remark which is used in the proof of Step 3. Let 
(P, B(P)) be an S-invariant B-subpair such that P is centralized by S and 
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a defect group of B(P) also is centralized by S. Let b(P) be the Glauber- 
man correspodnent of B(P). Then b(P) also is associated with b from 
Step 1 and in the above arguments we showed that bQ is associated with b. 
Step 3. Let Q and R be subgroups of D with Q<R.  We have 
(a, bQ) < (R, bR). 
Proof It suffices to s how (Q, ba)~(R, b n) when Q~R.  Put H = 
Ca(Q)R and B' = (BQ) H. Then B' = (BR) H by [A-B, Theorem 3.4], and 
B' is S-invariant, because BQ is S-invariant. Here we show that a defect 
group of B' is centralized by S. Let U be a defect group of B'. Since B' is 
associated with B, Q~ < U ° < D for some v ~ G. Therefore we have 
Cr(Q) > S °-~ and Cr(Q) > S. By the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem we 
see S ~- =S u for some u~Ca(Q).  Then v-~u -1~C.  Hence U "-~< 
D ~-'~-~ < C. Thus U "-~ is a defect group of B' centralized by S. Let b' be 
the Glauberman correspondent of B'. Since B o and B R are associated 
with B', (ba) c"~s) = b' and (bR) c"~s) = b' by applying a remark at the end 
of the proof of Step 2 for H and B'. Since CI~(S) = Cc(Q)R, we have 
(Q, bQ)~(R, bn). This completes the proof of Step 3. 
Step 4. Proof of (ii). 
Proof Let (Q, B o) and (T, B T) be b-subpairs contaiend in (D, B n) and 
let (Q, BQ) ~ < (T, B T) for a ~ G. Then Cr(Q) > S, S a-' and Cr(Q) = 
SCa(Q). Hence by the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem there exists an element 
u of Ca(Q) such that S ~-' = S u.Then ua ~ C and hence a = u- lc for 
some c ~ C. Hence we have (Q, BO) ¢ < (T, BT). Therefore (BQ) C = BQC 
and (QC, BQC) < (T, BT). It is evident hat (BQ) ~ is an S-invariant block of 
Ca(Q ~) with defect group centralized by S and that its Glanberman 
correspondent is (bQ) c. So we have (bQ) ~ =boc. On the other hand by 
Step 3 (Q~, bQc) < (T, b T) and hence (Q, bQ) c c (T, br). Conversely let 
(Q, bQ) d < (T, b T) for some d ~ C. Then we see (bQ) a = bo,. Since the 
Glauberman correspondent of (BQ) a d is (bQ) and the Glauberman map 
is a one-to-one map, we have (BQ) d = BQd, so (Q, BQ) a < (T, By). This 
completes the proof of Proposition 4. 
Let CF(G, B; K) be the subspace with a basis Irr(B) of the K-vector 
space of the K-valued central functions of KG, and let CFp,(G, B; K) be 
the K-subspace consisting of the elements of CF(G, B; K) which vanish on 
the p-singular elements of G. For a ~ D, put B a = B~a ~ (resp. b a = b(a )) 
and let E, (resp. e,) be the block idempotent of ©Ca(a) (resp ©Cc(a)) 
corresponding to B~ (resp. b~). Denote by d~ "'e.) the decomposition map 
from CF(G, B; K) into CFp,(Ca(a), Ba; K) and by d~c a'ea) the decomposi- 
tion map from CF(C, b; K) into CFp,(Cc(a), b,; K). For a ~ CF(G, B; K) 
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and for a p'-element c of Co(a), we have 
d(a'E")( Ot )( C) = a( acE~). 
Suppose that S = (s) for a while and let /3 be a fixed canonical 
extension of B. For a subgroup Q of D, let /~a be a unique extension of 
B o associated with B (see Step 2 in the proof of Proposition 4). /~a is a 
canonical extension of no. Let R Q be the perfect isometry from 
~'K(C6(Q), BQ) onto ~K(Cc(Q), bQ) given by/3~ in Proposition 2, and let 
R Q, be the K-linear map from CFp,(Cc(Q) , BQ; K) onto CFp,(Cc(Q), ba; K) 
induced by R a. 
PROPOSITION 5. With the above notation, B and b are isotypic with local 
system (Ra){Q(cyclic)cD} in the sense of [B]. 
Proof. Let a be an element of D and denote by ^ Cc(a) p, the set of 
p'-elements of Cc(a). At first we give a remark. I~t { be an irreducible 
character of Cr(a) such that ~ belongs to a block B' a of Cr(a) which is 
associated with B and that ~(sce a) ~ 0 for some c ~ Cc(a). Then ~ is an 
extension of an irreducible character ff ~ Irr(Cc(a)). Moreover fl;(c G) = 
-t-~(sce a) ~ O, where /3~ = 7r(Cc(a),S)(~). Hence /3 5 belongs to Irr(ba). 
So ff belongs to Irr(B~). This implies that B', is an extension of B~. Since 
B'~ is associated with B, we have B'~ =/~.  Moreover ~(sc G) = + [3~(c) = 
Let a ~ CF(G, B; K). By the deifnition of R Q and (4), 
1 
RO>(a)(c) = -~1 E E X(Y-1)f ( (sc)a(Y)  (Vc ~ C). 
] [ yeG ~elrr(/3) 
Let c be a fixed element of Cc(a)p,. By the above equalities we have 
((d(c a'ea) o R (1))(or) )(c) = R(1)( or)(aCea) 
1 
- E E f((y-a)5((sace~)a(y). 
IGI y~c )~Irr(/~) 
Since sac G is an ©-linear combination of elementes of the p-section of 
Cr(a) containing a, by the orthogonality relations for blocks and p-sec- 
tions we have 
1 
E E f((Y-1)f((sacea)ct(Y) 
IG{ y~G 2~Irr(B) 
1 
-- ~., ~_, ) ( (a - ld - t )~((sacea)a(ad) .  
IC (a) l )~Elrr(J~) 
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On the other hand by [N-T, Chapter 5, Theorem 4.11] and from the 
remarks at the beginning of the proof (see [Ii, (7), (13), and Theorem 2]), 
we can see for any d ~ CG(a) p,
E ]((a-~d-')]((sace~) = ~_, i(d-~)i(sce~) • 
)~ Irr(/~) ~ Irr(/~fl 
Hence we have 
1 
~, E )((a-ld-1))((sacea)a(ad) 
ICG(a) I d~c~(.)~ , Irr(/~) 
1 
E E 
lee(a)[ d~Co(a)p, i~lrr(/~a) 
i (d  -1 ) i(SCea) a(ad) .  
On the other hand by the above remark we have the following: 
1 
~., ~], ~(d-1)~(scea)a(ad) 
I.CG(a)[ d~CG(,)~ Elrr(/~a) 
1 
- - -  E E ~(d-1)~(sc)a(ad) • 
Icc(a) l a~CG(a)p i~irr(/~a) 
Since /~a and Ba are isomorphic, by the second main theorem on blocks 
and by the orthogonality relations [N-T, Chapter 5, Theorem 4.7] we have 
the following for ~ ~ Irr(/3a): 
~., ~(d-1)ct(ad) = ~_~ ~(d-1)a(adEa) .  




ICG( a)l d~Cc(a)?, ~Irr(/3a) 
~(d-1)~(sc )a (ad)  
1 
~_~ ~_, ~(d-1)[(sc)a(adEa) 
ICG(a) l d~CG(a)p, ~Irr(/~a) 
1 
E E i(d -~) i(sc) ~ (~HEo) 
= ((R<o) o d~O,~,)(~))(c) 
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by using the orthogonality relation again, because sc is a p-regular 
element. Thus we have 
( ( d(c a'e`) o R<l>)(a))(c)  = ( ( R(a> o d~'E,) )( ot ) )( c ) . 
This combined with Proposition 4(ii) completes the proof. 
From Lemma 1, the above proposition, and the Glauberman correspon- 
dence theorem, we have the following. 
THEOREM 2. In the situation of Theorem 1, B and b are isotypic. 
4. SHINTANI DESCENT OF IRREDUCIBLE CHARACTERS 
OF FINITE GENERAL LINEAR GROUPS 
In this section we show that the Shintani descent of irreducible charac- 
ters of finite general linear groups give a perfect isometry for the principal 
blocks under some condition (Theorem 3). At first we state some prelimi- 
naries from [S]. Let L be a finite field of characteristic l and let L be an 
extension of L with degree m. Let tr be the Frobenius automorphism of
L, with respect o L. o- acts naturally on GL~(L) as an automorphism with 
the fixed points set GLn(L). For g ~ GL~(L) we define an element 
N(g) = NL/L(g) of GL~(L) as follows: 
N(g) = NL/L(g ) = g,.m-~g.,.-2 ... g~g. 
Put F = GLn(L)(o'> in this section too. Then we see N(g) = (og) m. 
Let f be a class function of GL~(L). We can extend f to a class 
function of GLn(L), because if two elements of GLn(L) are conjugate in 
GLn(L), then they are conjugate in GLn(L): 
f (y )  i fy  ~x  cm'(£) A GL~(L), 
f (x )  = 0 if x cLAL) N GLn(L) = 0.  
Then we have the following. 
LEMMA 3 [S, Lemma 2-6]. (i) For any g ~ GLn(L), N(g) aLn(£) N 
GLn( L ) is a single conjugacy class of GLn( L ). Moreover any conjugacy class 
of GLn(L) has the form N(h) aL.(£) A GL~(L) for some h ~ GL~(f~). 
(ii) For any h ~ GLn(L) we have IfGgn(L)(o'h)l = IC6Lo(L)(Y)I (Y 
N(h) 6L"(£) f~ GL~(L)). 
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SHINTANI DESCENT (= LIFTING) [S, Lemma 2-11 and Theorem 1]. Let 
X ~ Irr(,~)(GL,(L)). Then there exist an extension ]( of X to F and an 
irreducible character ~b x of GL,(L) and a sign E x = + 1 such that 
~((o'g)=ex~bx(N(g))=ex~x((o'g)  m) (Vg~GL. (L ) ) .  (7) 
Moreover the map X ~ ~b x is a bijection from Irr(~>(GL.(L)) onto 
Irr(GL,(L)). 
From the above we prove our theorem in the same way as in the proof 
of Proposition 2. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that p does not divide m and that o- Centralizes a 
Sylow p-subgroup P of GLn( L ). Then there exists a perfect isometry R from 
~q~K(GL~(L), B(GL~(L))) onto ~q~K(GL~(L), B(GL,(L))) such that R(X) = 
+_ ~O x for X e Irr(B(GLn(£))). 
Proof. Since F = Cr(P)GL.(L), the principal blocks B(F) and 
B(GL.(L)) are isomorphic by [A] or [D2]. For X ~ B(GL.(L)), let ~ be 
the extensin of X to F which belongs to B(F). On the other hand let ~ be 
an extension of X to F which satisfies (7). Then we have )~ = A~ for some 
A e Irr((er)). Hence we have to~(tr ) = A(tr)%?(o -r) and to~((o--1) r = 
A(tr-1)tok((tr-1)r). Now by the assumption o- centralizes a Sylow p- 
subgroup of GL,(f~), so we have Wlr(trr) = Wlr((o'-l) r) = 
IGLn(L):GL,(L)I ~ 0 (rood ~),  where 1 r is the trivial character of F. 
Hence we have to~(tr ) = to~((o'-l) r) ~ 0 (mod ~3). By the way, ~,(o-) = 
-1-~bx(1) is a rational integer from (7), so we have %?(tr r) = %?((o--1)r). 
Therefore A(o-)= A(tr -1) = __+1, because p does not divide the order 
of o-. Hence, for any X ~ Irr(B(GL,(L)), there exists a sign Sx = + 1 
such that 
~(o'g)=~x~bx(N(g))  (Vg~GL. (L ) ) ,  
Moreover for any g, h ~ GLn(L) the following holds from (7): 
f((o'-lg-1)f((o'h) = ~ $x(g(g) - l )qtx(N(h))  • 
X e B(GL .(L)) X ~ B(GL.(L))  
Since p does not divide m and N(g) = (o-g) m, o-g is p-regular if and only 
if N(g) is p-regular. Let x and y be p-regular element and p-singular 
element of GLn(L), respectively. Then, by Lemma 3(i), x is conjugate 
to N(g) in GLn(L) for some p-regular element g ~ GLn(L) and y is 
conjugate to N(h) in GLn(L) for some p-singular element h ~ GLn(L). 
Hence by the above equality and by the orthogonality relations 
Zx~B(aLn(L))~x(x-1)~bx(y) = 0. Hence by a theorem of Osima (see [O, 
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Theorem 3]), {qJx ] X ~ B(GL.(L))} = Irr(/0) for a sum b of some blocks 
of GL.(L) which contains the principal block. Let /z be a generalized 
character of GL.(L) x GL.(L) defined by 
E × 
X~ B(GLn(£)) 
Then for g, h ~ GL,(L) and y ~ N(h) aL.~L) n GL,(L) we have 
Ix(g,y) = E x(g)f((°'h) = E f((g)f((o'h). 
x~B(GLn(L)) x~B(GLn(L)) 
If/z(g, y) ~ 0, then g is p-regular if and only if y is p-regular. In addition 
/z(g, y) is divisible by LCr(g)l and ICrGrh)l in ©. So by Lemma 3(ii), this is 
divisible by IC6L rL~(g)[ and ICaL ~L~(Y)I. Thus /x gives a perfect isometry 
R~: oqlr(GL,(L),'BiGLn(L)))~r'(GLn(L), b) such that R~(X) = 6x~Ox 
for X ~ Irr(B(GL,(L)). In particular Z(B(GL,(L))) and Z(b) are isomor- 
phic, and b is equal to B(GL,(L)). This completes the proof. 
Remark. N. Kawanaka extended Shintani descent (= lifting) theory for 
general inear groups to finite linear algebraic groups (see [Kal], [Ka2], 
and [Ka3] for the details). We remark that Theorem 3 holds for Kawanaka 
descent (= lifting) for those groups. As a corollary, we have the following. 
Let L be the quadratic extension of a finite field L and let U,(L) be the 
unitary group over L. By [Kal, Theorem 4.1], if p and char L are odd, and 
p does not divide IGL.(L)/U~(L)I, then there exists a perfect isometry 
between the principal p-block of GL~(L) and that of U~(]L). 
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